Firstwords Visiting Dad’s Friend

**Task One (16 marks - 2 for each correct answer)**

element: C
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. C
5. B
6. A
7. B
8. C

**Task Two (14 marks - 2 for each correct answer) (clerically marked)**

element: Jack C

1. Sophie A (Picture 1 on left)
2. Ben J (Picture 5 on right)
3. Anna H (Picture 3 on right)
4. Mr Brown D (Picture 4 on left)
5. Mrs Brown I (Picture 4 on right)
6. Grandpa F (Picture 1 on right)
7. Grandma B (Picture 2 on left)

distracters E and G

**Task Three (10 marks - 2 for each correct answer) (clerically marked)**

Example: Where is your school, Angie? **It’s next to my house.**

1. Do you like your school? **Yes, the teachers are fantastic.**
2. Who is your favourite teacher? **Mrs Green. She’s my maths teacher.**
3. How old is Mrs G? **I don’t know but she’s young.**
4. Do you like maths? **Yes. It’s my favourite subject.**
5. How many boys are there in your class? **Fifteen. And there are fourteen girls.**

Distracter: **Boys don’t like maths.**

**Task Four (10 marks - 2 for each correct answer) (clerically marked)**

Example: Put this in the car please.

1. Is that Dan’s house over there?
2. Come in everyone. It’s nice to see you.
3. Have another sandwich. We’ve got lots.
5. This is a photo of our old house.
Distracter: **Open the door and come in.**

Task Five (16 marks - 2 for each correct answer) (clerically marked)

*Marker needs simply to match the pictures on the left with the words on the right.*

Ex: pic of a flat screen TV  \text{television}
1. pic of a motorbike  \text{motorbike}
2. pic of a bedroom cupboard  \text{cupboard}
3. pic of a watch  \text{watch}
4. pic of a table  \text{table}
5. pic of a wine glass  \text{glass}
6. pic of a 3 seater sofa  \text{sofa}
7. pic of a book case  \text{book case}
8. pic of a computer  \text{computer}

Distracters: the words ‘clock’ and ‘glasses’

Task Six: (14 marks - 2 for each correct answer) (clerically marked)

Example: my
1. His
2. very
3. them
4. has
5. There
6. bathrooms
7. not

Distracters: They / have / rooms